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WebDAV-Sync is a simple and lightweight application for syncing a
local directory with WebDAV URL. It is very useful while working on a

network folder or program sources. WebDAV-Sync Features: *
Synchronize a local directory with WebDAV URL. * Edit URL. * Change

User Name and Password for remote WebDAV. * Support Unicode
characters. * Synchronize multiple folders. * Can run on any platform,

i.e. Windows, Linux, Mac, Android, iOS,... WebDAV-Sync is easily
customizable and has GUI based configuration. It can also be

configured to support or not a webDAV URL. WebDAV-Sync also
supports an alternative syntax for fetching source code: * Use the "git-
daver-sync -a " command to enter configuration mode. The "git-daver-
sync -a " command is the same as the "git daver sync" command with

the following additional argument: * "-a" * Optional. The additional
path. The "git-daver-sync -a " command is used when you want to use

alternative syntax for synchronization. For example to sync a local
folder with a WebDAV URL: * Use the "git-daver-sync -a " command to

enter configuration mode. The "git-daver-sync -a " command is the
same as the "git daver sync" command with the following additional
argument: * "-a" * Mandatory. The additional path. You can enter the

WebDAV configuration mode using: * WebDAV-Sync Configuration
Download WebDAV-Sync From the sourceforge.net: "WebDAV-Sync is a

software developed by Slawomir Wojcik for synchronization and
synchronization of a local folder with WebDAV URL. It's a Lightweight

and Simple application that allows you to keep a Local Directory and a
WebDAV URL synchronized." A full list of features provided by the

developers: * Synchronize a local directory with WebDAV URL. * Edit
the WebDAV URL. * Change User Name and Password for remote

WebDAV. * Support Unicode characters. * Synchronize multiple folders.
* Can run on any platform, i.e.

WebDAV-Sync Crack + [Mac/Win]

------------------------- WebDAV-Sync is a Windows application that
facilitates the synchronization between a WebDAV server and a local
folder. With this application you can mount and unmount a WebDAV

server from the local folder which allows you to store data on any
folder locally from any WebDAV server. Features WebDAV-Sync:

--------------------------------- - Keep the WebDAV URL synchronized with the
local folder, so your local folder and your WebDAV folder always

contain the same information. - The application can keep the WebDAV
URL synchronized with the selected local directory, which makes the

application useful when you use WebDAV for program source
synchronization between different computers, or when you want to

synchronize any folder on your computer with a WebDAV server. - The
application can synchronize any changes you make in the WebDAV
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server's folder to the local folder. - The application's interface is very
easy to use. - The application can maintain the selected folder's

WebDAV URL, which you can use if you access the WebDAV server
directly from your computer. - The application can show the contents
of any folder you request. - The application can show any shared or

unshared folders you request. - The application can list any mounted
WebDAV servers from the Windows network. - The application can be

installed in any user account and gives you access to the WebDAV
folders of all other accounts. - The application can select any folder you
request and keep track of WebDAV URL and Folder path of the folder. -

The application has a handy progress bar that you can use to keep
track of the folder's synchronization to the WebDAV server. - The

application has a notification window so you can get notified when the
WebDAV folder changes or you request a new folder. - You can change
the path of any WebDAV folder and the application will keep track of

that folder's URL and path for you. - The application can add any
WebDAV folder as a favorite. - You can create a shortcut of the

application which will allow you to access the application and the
WebDAV folder directly from your desktop. - The application can

automatically check for updates when you launch it. - You can add the
application to your system's startup programs. - You can export and
import the application's settings. - The application can import and
export its settings, so you can share your settings with other users
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=== Online WebDAV sync information of "internet_example" folder
=== Internet example WebDAV directory example + Synchronization
Mode: + Offline: 3A397F2A-8432-4834-8C25-816F74394345
Synchronization Mode: Offline + Synchronization Status: + In Progress:
44707A94-C721-4097-8C9A-1BCF22349148 Status: In Progress + Time
Started: + 15/12/2012 13:50:28 Status: In Progress + Current
Progress: + 1/12/2012: 15:57:21 Status: In Progress + Total Size: +
16.1MB Status: In Progress + File Size: + 8.0MB Status: In Progress +
Estimated Time: + 8/12/2012 15:57:21 Status: In Progress + Estimated
Time Left: + 0/8/2012: 15:57:21 Status: In Progress + Calculating the
size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... +
Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the
selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating
the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected
file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size
of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... +
Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the
selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating
the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected
file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size
of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... +
Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the
selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating
the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected
file... + Calculating the size of the selected file... + Calculating the size
of the selected file... + Calculating the size of the selected

What's New in the?

WebDAV-Sync is a lightweight and simple application that you can use
to synchronize a local folder with WebDAV. The application can keep
the WebDAV URL synchronized with the selected local directory. It
comes in handy for program sources compilation or document
processing tasks. WebDAV-Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync is a
lightweight and simple application that you can use to synchronize a
local folder with WebDAV. The application can keep the WebDAV URL
synchronized with the selected local directory. It comes in handy for
program sources compilation or document processing tasks. WebDAV-
Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync is a lightweight and simple application
that you can use to synchronize a local folder with WebDAV. The
application can keep the WebDAV URL synchronized with the selected
local directory. It comes in handy for program sources compilation or
document processing tasks. WebDAV-Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync
is a lightweight and simple application that you can use to synchronize
a local folder with WebDAV. The application can keep the WebDAV URL
synchronized with the selected local directory. It comes in handy for
program sources compilation or document processing tasks. WebDAV-
Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync is a lightweight and simple application
that you can use to synchronize a local folder with WebDAV. The
application can keep the WebDAV URL synchronized with the selected
local directory. It comes in handy for program sources compilation or
document processing tasks. WebDAV-Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync
is a lightweight and simple application that you can use to synchronize
a local folder with WebDAV. The application can keep the WebDAV URL
synchronized with the selected local directory. It comes in handy for
program sources compilation or document processing tasks. WebDAV-
Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync is a lightweight and simple application
that you can use to synchronize a local folder with WebDAV. The
application can keep the WebDAV URL synchronized with the selected
local directory. It comes in handy for program sources compilation or
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document processing tasks. WebDAV-Sync Description: WebDAV-Sync
is a lightweight and simple application that you can use to synchronize
a local folder with WebDAV. The application can keep the WebDA
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System Requirements For WebDAV-Sync:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later Processor: Intel
Pentium4 or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM or more DirectX®: 9.0c
Hard disk: 400 MB free space Video card: ATI Radeon HD 3650 or
NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GS or better Sound card: DirectX 9.0c
compatible Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes:
You may be able to reduce the number of polygons if you switch the
graphics quality setting to low (default
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